Abstract.
General properties
The space Sfw is endowed with the product topology determined by the basis {[s]: s £ Sf<0)}, where [s] = {c £ Sf°>: s C c}. If Sf is finite then the Lebesgue measure X on the space Sfw is the obvious product measure. In the space cow, X is the product of the measure An on co defined by An({/j}) = 2_("+l). Let K{Sfm) and h(Sfw) stand for cr-ideals of first category (meager) sets of the space Sfm and of Lebesgue null sets in the space Sf™ . BOREL (Sfw) is the family of all Borel subsets of Sfw. If I is a cr-ideal on Sf* then BOREL (I) denotes the er-algebra generated by BOREL U I. Two ideals I and J on Sf™ are orthogonal if there exists sets A £ I and B £l such that All B = Sfw .
Recall some results concerning 35r from [Rl] .
Theorem 1.1. (a) SV is a a-ideal with a Borel basis. If Sf is a group then 5}%> is translation invariant and symmetric.
(b) £<r C K(Mr°>). If Sf is finite then Dr C h(Sfw).
(c) 1)w is orthogonal to L(coto) and contains all compact subsets of com. A tree on Sf is a subset T of Sf<w such that (Vj £ T)(Vt C s)(t £ T). If s is an element of a tree T then succr(s) = {x £ Sf : sAx £ T}. The body [T] of a tree T is a set of all infinite branches through T, [T] = {c £ Sfw : (V« 6 co){c\n£ T)}.
It follows that each set from 2V can be covered by the countable union of bodies of trees on Sf which satisfy (*) (V5€ r)(succr(s)^jr).
Clearly, [T] £ '£>%■ provided T satisfies (*).
On the other hand, if the first player has a winning strategy in T*r{A) then A contains the body of a tree T on Sf such that (**) (Vj 6 T)(3t £ T){s C t & succHO = Sf). Proof, (a) Fix x0 e Sf. Let <t>': y<w -» Sf<0> be defined by
for s £ y<0) and n < lh(s). For c £ J^w put <f)(c) = \Jnew<l/(c\n). Clearly, 4>: ^w -» Sfw is continuous. Suppose that A £ 2V and / : Sf<w -» Sf is a witness for it. Let g = f ° <j>' : y<m -» ^. Then g(c|/i) = c(/z) implies /(</>(c)|/i) = (j){c){n) for c 6 ^w, and hence g is a winning strategy for the second player in T%,((f)~l[A\).
(b) Let it: co -► <y<<u be a canonical bijection. Put y/'{s) -n(s(0))An(s(\))A ...An(s(n)) for 5 £ con+i and y/(c) = |Jn>0 y/'(c\n) for c € o/°. Obviously, y/: cow ^ co® is continuous. Suppose that ^ £ K(cow) and let G = C\new^" be disjoint from A, where each G" is open dense in cow. For 5 e ft/<a> let f(s) £ co be such that [y/'(s)An(f(s))] C C\n<ihs G" ■ Then ^(c) 6 ^ provided (Vm)(3n > m)(f(c\n) = c(n)), and hence / is a winning strategy for Player II in T*w(\i/~l[A}). D 2. The notion of forcing determined by 2)L et us consider the factor Boolean algebra BOREL(Jf ^/SV as a notion of forcing.
Let B%> be the family of all trees TcSf<a satisfying (**) and such that for every s £T either succr(s) = Sf or | succr(5)| = 1. It is ordered by inclusion.
By Theorem 1.2 the order D^ can be densely embedded in BOREL(Sfw)/Ti^ ; hence they have the same forcing properties.
Note that D2 is the Sacks perfect set forcing. We define orders <" on D^ considering two cases: Sf is finite and Sf is infinite.
Suppose first that Sf -k e co. For a tree T £ Bik let T" contain all elements s of T such that succr(s) = k and there exist exactly n -1 initial segments of 5 with the same property. We write Tx <" T2 if and only if TX<T2 and (Tx)" = (T2)" . Now consider the case Sf = co. Fix an enumeration {sn : n £ co} = co<0) such that Si C Sj implies i < j and such that s,■ = sAn, Sj■ = sAm , n < m, imply i < j. Let T £ Dw . Each element of co<(° determines in a canonical way an element of {s e T : succt(s) = co} ; denote by T(i) the element determined by Si. For T, V £ %=• and n £ co put T <" T if and only if T < T and {T{i):i<n} = {T'(i):i<n}.
Clearly, orders <" have the fusion property and witness Baumgartner's Axiom A for Djr (cf. [B] ). Let ID* = {ACco0): (V7 e D^)(3r £ Vr,T < T)([T']nA = 0)} . Clearly it is a rj-ideal containing D^ . Note that the formula "c e of is a code for a Borel set from D^" is absolute. (b) Assume that T Ih "Cr" are decreasing open dense subsets of 2W for n £ co." Construct inductively sequences (T" : n £ co), (Sn : n £ co) c Bw, (v" : n £ co) c 2<0>, and (us: s £ co<0>) C co<0) such that (0) uSo = root T, S0 < T\uSo, and v0 £ 2<a> satisfy S0 II-" [v0] C G0," T0 is a modification of T, which below uSo looks like So; (k) uSkA" -rootSkAn (note that at this moment we have surely defined uSk+l £T), Sk+l < Tk\uSk+l , and vk+x £ 2<w satisfy
Tk+X is a modification of Tk , which below uSk+l looks like Sk+X . Finally note that the sequence (us : s £ co<w) determines a condition T < T, and the sequence (vn : n € co) gives a function c -vqavxav2a ■■ ■ from 2anF such that V \Yuc G C\newGn ." n Remark. Theorem 2.1 shows that, in some sense, D^ is close to the Cohen forcing. Actually, we have proved there that if r £ cow is a real that does not belong to any set from 1)^ coded in V then there is a Cohen real in V [r] . Similarly, one can prove that if reals from the ground model V form a set of the first category in an extension, then co^nV belongs to £> w in this extension. It seems that the forcing Da, is the best one for adding Cohen reals in countable support iterations. Proof, (b) Applying (a) and the fusion property of orders <" one can get that
." Hence D#» Ih "every set of measure zero can be covered by a Borel set of measure zero coded in V "; this implies the analogous property for the ideal K, D^ Ih "(VA £ K)(35 eKfl V)(A C 5)" (cf. [F] ). D
The above result can be strengthened. Let k > 2 be a natural number. A tree T C co<(0 is said to be a k-tree if (Vj 6 T)(\ succr(s)| < k). We say that a notion of forcing P has the k-localization property if P Ih (V/ € ww)(3r e V)("T is a A:-tree on co" & f £ [T]).
Let us remark that if P has the /c-localization property then, in V¥, reals from (k + l)10 can be covered by sets from Dk+X coded in V . Let S^ be the Silver forcing below k . It contains all partial functions p: dom p -> k such that domp C co is coinfinite and it is ordered by inclusion. Theorem 2.3. Countable support iterations and countable support products of forcings D, or S, for i < k have the k-localization property.
Proof. We do not find a general proof of this theorem but the proofs of all possible cases are very similar. We present the proof of Theorem 2.3 for countable support product of ®k because we will use this version.
Recall that Tx <" T2 if and only if Tx < T2 and (Tx)n = (T2)n, where T" consists of all elements of j of T such that succr(j) = k and there exists exactly n -1 initial segments of j with the same property. Note that \Tn\ = kn~l for each n > 1 and T £ Bk . Moreover each function a £ k" uniquely determines an element j = saAa(n -1), where sa £ T" . We put (T)a = Ts.
Let P be the countable support product of k copies of D^ . For F £ [k]<m and n: F -► co we define orders <{■-, n on P by p <F ^ q if and only if p < q and (Vq £ F)(p(a) <,(q) q{a)).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Orders <F,ti have the fusion property: Suppose that pn+x <Fn,n" Pn , F" c Fn+\» DnewFn = LUo, supp(//") and if a £ F" then (V/n > n)(nm(a) < nm+x(a)) and lim nm(a) = oo.
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Then there exists peP such that p <Fn,r," pn for every n £ co.
Let ct e Y[aeF kn(a), F £ [k]<co , and n: F -► a>. Let p £ PK . The condition p*fj is defined by (p*a)(a) = p(a) for a £ F and if a e F then (p*<j)(a) = (/j(a))"(a). Note that a <F,rj P imples q*a < p*a . Moreover if p Ih "t e w" then there exists q <f,n P such that a*a decides t.
Suppose that Ih "/ e cow." Let A C <y<m be a /c-tree. We say that ^ is (p, F, n, /)-saturated if (i) p Ih "/|m £ A ,"
(ii) p*a decides f\m for every a £ Y\aeF /^(q) , (iii) if a <F ,v P , m! > m , and ax, a2 £ ]\a£F k^ are such that a*CTi and q*o2 decide f\m' in different ways then they decide f\m differently.
Claim. Suppose that we have given p £ P, F £ [k]<co , n: F -> co, and a (p,F, n, /)-saturated jk-tree ACco^m . Let Fx = Fu{0} , nx = nU{{P, 1)}. Then there exists a <?,,,, p and a (a, ^1, nx, /)-saturated /c-tree A' C w^ĉ ontaining ^4.
Fix an enumeration {ai,... , az) = l\aeF k'l{a]. Let oAj = at U {(/?, (j))}. We construct conditions pt, natural numbers m,, and A1 £ [co<a)]-k for i < z:
P\ <Fi,ij, P and mx > m are such that p\{o\Aj) decides f\[m, mx) for each j < k and the set A1 = {s £ co^m-m^ : (3j < k)(p\{oxAj) Ih "/|[m, mx) = s"} has the greatest possible cardinality.
Pi+i <FuVl Pi and ml+x > mt are such that p*+,(ct/a;') decides f\[m, mi+x) for each j < k, I < i + 1 and the set A'+l = {5 e to\.m,mM) . (3; < )(P*+i(°'i+iA7) "" "/|[w, w,-+i) = i1"} has the greatest possible cardinality. Note that if p*{<JiAj),p*(Oi, Aj) decide /|/n in the same way for some i' < i < z and j < k then they do the same with f\mx . Put M -mz , q = pz, and A' = {s £ coM : (3/ < z,y < k){q*{OiAj) Ih "/|M = s")}. Then A' contains A and it is a /c-tree (by the last remark). To show that it is (q, Fx, nx, /)-saturated we have to verify condition (iii) only. Suppose that r<Fs,tnQ, M' > M, and o, 6 £ T[a€Fk^ , i, j < k , are such that r*{aAi) and r*(SAj) decide f\M' in different ways but they decide f\M in the same way. We may assume that r*(oAj) and r*(SAi) decide f\M'. Then r*(aAi) and r*(dAi) decide f\M' in the same way. Hence r*(dAi) and r*(dAj) decide f\M' differently. But it follows from the construction (maximality of A') that then they decide f\M differently-a contradiction.
Claim. Suppose that we have given p 6 P, F £ [k]<w , n : F -> co, and a (p, F, n, /)-saturated /c-tree A C co-m . Let fi £ F and nx be a modification of n such that nx(p) = n(fi) + 1 . Then there exist q <F,ti, P and a {q, F, nx, /)-saturated /c-tree A' C a>-M containing /I. The proof of this claim can be obtained from the proof of the previous one by redefining aA j . Now it should be equal o\F\{P} u {{/?, o{P)Aj)}.
Suppose p Ih "/ e cow ." Apply the claims above to construct pn < p , Fn £ [k]<0}, nn: Fn -> co with the fusion property, and increasing k-trees An C co-mn such that mn < mn+x and pn Ih "/|m" 6 An ." Let A = [jnew An and let q be the fusion of (p" : n £ co). Then ^ is a /c-tree and a Ih "/ e (c) was proved in [Rl] , where Bartoszynski's characterization of non(K) and cov(K) was applied. Note, however, that we can apply Proposition 1.3(b) to prove, similarly as in (a), that non(Da>) > non(K) and cov(3?tt)) < cov(K). Converse inequalities follows from Theorem 1.1(b). D Theorem 3.2. There exists a family F C IV of the cardinality c such that for every uncountable G C F, [j G £ IV • Proof. Let {ca: a < c} C Sf01 be such a family that a < /? < c implies (V«)(3/n > n){ca{m) ± Cp{m)). For a < c put Aa = {c £ Sfw : (V«)(c(/z) £ ca{n))} . Clearly Aa £ IV ■ Suppose that R C c is uncountable. We want to show that \JaeRAa £ IV • Suppose not and let /: Sf<w -> Sf witness that [ja£RAa e%.Fora<cand5€ Sf<(0, let Ba(s) = {t £ Sf<fa : s C / & (Vw e dom t\ a\on\s){t{n) ± ca(n))} .
Claim. (3a e R){Vs £ Sf<w){3t £ Ba{s)){f{t) ? ca(lh(t))). If not, we would find distinct a, 0 £ R and s £ Sf<w such that (V? e Ba(s))(f(t) = ca(lh{t))) and (W £ Bp{s))(f{t) = cp{lh{t))). Let n > lh{s) be the first such that ca{n) ^ Cp(n). Choose t £ Sf" such that 5 C t and (ik £ n\doms){t(k) ĉ a(k) = cp(k)). Then t £ Bn(s) n Bp(s) and hence ca(n) -f(t) = Cp(n)-a contradiction.
Thus let a e R be given by the claim. Construct inductively a sequence {t" : n £ co) c Sf<0) such that t0 £ Ba(0) and f(t0) ^ ca{lh{t0)), f"+i e Ba{t"Af{tn)), and /(*"+,) ^ ca{lh(tn+i)). Put a1 = U"ew'»i-Then evidently d £ Aa\{c £ Sfw : (3n e co)(im > n){c{m) ^ f(c\m))}, and hence / cannot witness that \JaeR Aa e %)%> . □ Corollary 3.3. add(IV) = cox and cof(2V) = 2W .
Putting together Corollary 3.3 and Theorems 3.1(c) we get the full description of the cardinal coefficients of T>m : add(Da,) = cox , non(Da>) = non(K), cov(Da,) = cov(K), and cof(Da,) = c. Below we give some consistency results concerning the coefficients non and cov of IV for finite Sf.
(b) Suppose that k > 2. Then CON(ZFC + cov(Dfc+1) = cof(L) = cox + cov(3)fc) = co2 = c). Proof, (a) Suppose that V Ih CH. Let P = Y[a<K Pa be the countable support product of forcings D^ (k > 2) such that \{a < k : ¥a = Bk}\ = co2 for each k > 2. Standard arguments (see [B] ) show that P preserves cardinal numbers and P Ih "c = co2." Moreover, if F £ [co2]^n is such that for a £ F , Pa = Dm for some m < n and p Ih " t e co" then there exist q <F,n P and A C co, \A\ < n"'n such that q Ih "t e A ". Hence by fusion arguments one can prove that P h-" (if £ cow){3(t): co -> [co]<(0, 4> £ V)(in £ co){f{n) £ 0(«)<&#(«)| < nn'n) " and consequently P Ih " (iA e h)(3B elfl V)(A C B)." Hence P Ih " cof(L) = cox " (which in particular, means that lha,2 " non(D^) = cox " for each finite Sf).
Let k > 2.
Claim. Plh"cov(DA:) = w2."
First note that if /: k<w -» k and c is a {Bk)v-generic real over V[f] then infinitely often f(c\m) = c{m). Let (ca : a < k) be a P-generic sequence over V. Suppose now that, in V[(ca : a < k) ], for each a < cox we have given a function fa: k<0) -* k . Let fa be a P-name for fa . Each fa is a n^<^(a) ^yS" name for some /?(a) < co2. Choose fi < co2 such that P^ = D* and 0(a) < P for each a < cox . Thus (fa : a < cox) is a sequence rL</?Pa-names. Since Cp is Bk-generic over V[{ca : a < /?}] we get that, in V[(cn : a < k)], for each a < cox infinitely often fa{cp\m) = Cp(m). Consequently, sets from T)k determined in V[(ca : a < k)] by functions fa do not cover km .
(b) Fixk > 2. Suppose V N CH. Let P be a countable support product of co2 copies of forcings Dk. Then P preserves cardinal numbers and P Ih "cof(L) = cox & c -co2." By Theorem 2.3, P has the /c-localization property. Thus, in Vp, (k + l)w can be covered by sets from 5jk+x coded in V . Consequently P Ih "cov(Dt+1) = cox ." As in (a) one can prove that P lh"cov(I)/t) = co2." D Theorem 3.5. CON(ZFC-h(VA: > 3)(non(Sfc) = cov(K) = co2)).
Proof. Let P consist of all pairs (T, n) such that T is a 2-tree on co, \[T]\ < co, and |succr(s)| = 1 for each s £ T of length > n. We order P by (T, n) < [S, m) if and only if S C T, n> m, and T\m = S\m .
Claim. P has the ccc property.
Suppose that (Ta, na) £ P for a < cox . We may assume that na = n and Ta\n = S for every a < cox . Let a < ft < cox. Put T -Ta Li Tp . Then T\n -S and s £ T, lh(s) > n imply that s has exactly one successor in each Ta and Tp . Hence T isa2-tree, \[T]\ < co. Choose m > n such that for each s £ T, lh(s) > m there is one successor of s in T only. Then (T, m) e P and it lies below (Ta, n) and (Tp , n).
Claim. P Ih "cow n V can be covered by countably many 2-trees on co " and consequently P Ih "(ik > 3)(kw n V £ T>k)."
Let G C P be a generic set over V, TG = (JIT : (3«)((^> «) e G)} ■ Clearly
Tq is a 2-tree on co. For s £ co" and t £TGr\co" , put rjr = {/• e w<0;: /• c 5 or (3f; € w<G,)(r = sY&/A('er)}. Obviously Ts,t are 2-trees. Easy density arguments show that, in V [G] , cownV c \J{[TSJ] :n£co,s £ co" , t £ TG n «"}.
Suppose that K |= CH. Let (Fa, Qa : a < co2) be a finite support iteration of forcings P. Then Pa,2 has the ccc property and lha,2 "for each a < co2, co10 n V¥a can be covered by countably many 2-trees on co." Since, in VPa>2, each subset of co03 of the cardinality cox is included in com n Vva for some a < co2 we get lha,2 "(ik > 3)(non(2)j.) = co2)." Because of Cohen reals added at limit stages we have Ih^ "cov(K) = co2" (hence lha,2 " (ik > 2)(cov(Tik) = toi)"). □
Note that in models presented in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 we have cov(I)fc) > non(D^) for each k > 3 . Thus the following question seems to be natural. Some a-ideals have recently been studied from the point of view of the structure of their traces on compact sets. Kechris, Louveau, and Woodin showed that the trace of each rr-ideal on compact sets is either very simple (11^) or at least nj (cf. [KLW] ). Our next result shows that for the ideal IV the second possibility takes place. The formula UT is a tree and T satisfies (**)" presents a n^ subset of & . Moreover, [T] C A = (Vx 6 Sfm)(x £ A V (3« 6 co)(x\n i T)). The formula x £ AV(3n £ co)(x\n <£ T) describes a Yl°2 subset of 9> x%f(Sf<°) xSf<° . Since Sfw is compact, the i^" -projection of a n^ set is of the class f\\ . Hence the complement of rSr^3^ (Sfw) is analytic in X(Sfm). It follows from Theorem 6.4 of [R2] that rS>^r\X(Sf(a) is of the first category. Since Tt °? r\ 3?(Sf°>) is dense (it contains all finite sets) and it is of the first category, it cannot be Tty .
Hence V^^^(Sfw) $ I\ (cf. [KLW] ). □ 
